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Abstra t
This arti le presents a new rule dis overy algorithm named PLCG that an nd simple,
robust partial rule models (sets of lassi ation rules) in omplex data where it is diÆ ult
or impossible to nd models that ompletely a ount for all the phenomena of interest.
Te hni ally speaking, PLCG is an ensemble learning method that learns multiple models
via some standard rule learning algorithm, and then ombines these into one nal rule set
via lustering, generalization, and heuristi rule sele tion. The algorithm was developed in
the ontext of an interdis iplinary resear h proje t that aims at dis overing fundamental
prin iples of expressive musi performan e from large amounts of omplex real-world data
(spe i ally, measurements of a tual performan es by on ert pianists).
The arti le will show that PLCG su eeds in nding some surprisingly simple and
robust performan e prin iples, some of whi h represent truly novel and musi ally meaningful dis overies. A set of more systemati experiments shows that PLCG usually dis overs signi antly simpler theories than more dire t approa hes to rule learning (in luding
the state-of-the-art learning algorithm Ripper), while striking a ompromise between
overage and pre ision. The experiments also show how easy it is to use PLCG as a
meta-learning strategy to explore di erent parts of the spa e of rule models.
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Introdu tion

In appli ation-oriented s ien es like data mining and ma hine learning, it is often the ase
that hallenges posed by some on rete pra ti al appli ation problem lead to the development
of new, often general solutions with new properties. The work to be des ribed in the present
arti le is a prime example of that. What will be presented here is a new rule learning algorithm
that an dis over extremely simple partial rule models from large amounts of omplex, realworld data. The motivating appli ation problem, in this ase, omes from the rather unusual
(at least in data mining) domain of musi .
The resear h des ribed here is part of a large, long-term inter-dis iplinary resear h proje t
situated at the interse tion of the s ienti dis iplines of Musi ology and AI [19℄1 The goal
is to use intelligent data analysis methods to study the omplex phenomenon of expressive
musi performan e. We want to understand what great musi ians do when they interpret
1

See also the proje t web page at

http://www.ai.univie.a .at/oefai/ml/musi /musi proje t.html.
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and play a pie e of musi , and to what extent an artist's musi al hoi es are onstrained or
`explained' by (a) the stru ture of the musi , (b) ommon performan e pra ti es, and ( )
ognitive aspe ts of musi per eption and omprehension. Formulating formal, quantitative
models of expressive performan e is one of the big open resear h problems in ontemporary
empiri al musi ology. Our proje t develops a new dire tion in this eld: we use indu tive
learning algorithms to dis over general and valid expression prin iples from (large amounts
of) real performan e data.
The purpose of this resear h is knowledge dis overy. We sear h for simple, general, interpretable models of aspe ts of expressive musi performan e (su h as tempo and expressive
timing, dynami s, arti ulation). To that end, we have ompiled what is most probably the
largest set of performan e data (pre ise measurements of timing, dynami s, et . of real musi al performan es) ever olle ted in empiri al performan e resear h. Spe i ally, we are
analyzing large sets of re ordings by highly skilled on ert pianists, with the goal of dis overing explainable patterns in the way the musi is played. The work des ribed here represents
a rst major step towards this goal.
The ontribution of this arti le is two-fold: it presents a new learning algorithm alled
PLCG for indu ing simple, omprehensible partial rule models (i.e., models that hara terize
those parts of a phenomenon that an be readily hara terized), and it des ribes some interesting and surprising dis overies made by this algorithm in the domain of empiri al musi
resear h. But the ontribution goes beyond this parti ular appli ation; PLCG is a domainindependent, general-purpose method that ould be of use in many other appli ations in
ma hine learning and data mining.
In se tion 2, we rst explain some basi on epts of our appli ation domain, and then report on some problems en ountered when standard ma hine learning algorithms were applied
in a straightforward way. These experien es prompted us to develop the new rule algorithm
PLCG, whi h is des ribed in se tion 3. The main purpose of PLCG is to nd simple, robust
theories (sets of lassi ation rules) in omplex data where neither high overage nor high
pre ision an be expe ted. PLCG a hieves this by learning multiple theories via some standard rule learning algorithm, and then ombining these theories into one nal rule set via
lustering, generalization, and heuristi rule sele tion. Se tion 4 demonstrates the potential
of the approa h by des ribing some extremely simple and general performan e prin iples and
rule sets dis overed by PLCG | some of the learned rules represent truly novel and musially meaningful dis overies. Se tion 5 then presents several more systemati experiments
that ompare PLCG to more `dire t' rule learning methods. The results indi ate that PLCG
nds more ompa t theories than state-of-the-art rule learners, while striking a ompromise
between generality and pre ision. They also demonstrate how easy it is to use PLCG as a
meta-learning strategy to explore di erent parts of the spa e of possible rule models.
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The

Motivating

Appli ation:

Dis overing

Fundamental

Prin iples of Musi al Expression
2.1

The Target: Expressive Musi

Performan e

Expressive musi performan e is the art of shaping a musi al pie e by ontinuously varying
important parameters like tempo, dynami s, et . Human musi ians do not play a pie e of
musi me hani ally, with onstant tempo or loudness. Rather, they speed up at some pla es,
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slow down at others, stress ertain notes or passages by various means, and so on. The
expressive nuan es added by an artist are what makes a pie e of musi ome alive. The most
important dimensions available to a performer (a pianist, in parti ular) are tempo, dynami s
(loudness variations), and arti ulation (the way su essive notes are onne ted).
Expressive variation is more than just a `distortion' of the original (notated) pie e of
musi . In fa t, the opposite is the ase: the notated musi s ore is but a small part of the
a tual musi . Not every intended nuan e an be aptured in a limited formalism su h as
ommon musi notation, and the omposers were and are well aware of this. The performing
artist is an indispensable part of the system, and expressive musi performan e plays a entral
role in our musi al ulture. That is what makes it a entral obje t of study in the eld of
musi ology.
The resear h des ribed here is part of a large, long-term basi resear h proje t that aims at
developing quantitative models of expressive performan e (e.g., in the form of predi tion rules
for tempo, dynami s, and arti ulation) with ma hine learning and data mining methods [19℄.
Our approa h to studying this omplex phenomenon is to olle t large orpora of performan e
data (i.e., exa t measurements of onset and o set times and loudness of ea h note as played
in a performan e), and to apply indu tive learning algorithms to nd models that ompa tly
hara terize various lasses of situations that are treated in a similar way by the performer
(su h as `situations where the performer slows down' vs. `situations where s/he speeds up').
At the moment, we limit ourselves to lassi al piano musi .
2.2

Data and Target Con epts

The data used in our experimental investigations is by far the largest orpus of pre isely
measured and do umented performan es ever studied in musi al performan e resear h. We
urrently work with re ordings of 18 omplete Mozart piano sonatas (some six hours of musi ,
more than 150.000 notes) by two di erent on ert pianists, as well as performan es of sele ted
Chopin pie es by 22 di erent pianists. The pie es were played on a Bosendorfer SE290
omputer-monitored grand piano. The Bosendorfer SE290 is a full on ert grand piano with
a spe ial me hanism that measures and re ords every key and pedal movement with high
pre ision. These measurements, together with the notated s ore in ma hine-readable form,
provide us with all the information needed to ompute expressive variations (e.g., tempo
u tuations). Colle ting and preparing this data set was a formidable proje t in itself and in
fa t for ed us to develop a range of novel intelligent musi pro essing algorithms [1, 2, 6, 7℄.
The data set that will serve as a basis for learning and rule dis overy in the parti ular
experiments to be des ribed here (i.e., the training data) onsists of re ordings of 13 omplete
piano sonatas by W.A. Mozart (K.279{284, 330{333, 457, 475, and 533), performed by the
Viennese on ert pianist Roland Batik. The resulting dataset onsists of more than 106,000
performed notes and represents some four hours of musi .
The experiments des ribed here were performed on the melodies (usually the soprano
parts) only, whi h gives an e e tive training set of 41,116 notes. Ea h note is des ribed
by 29 attributes (10 numeri , 19 dis rete) that represent both intrinsi properties (su h as
s ale degree, duration, metri al position) and some aspe ts of the lo al ontext (e.g., melodi
properties like the size and dire tion of the intervals between the note and its prede essor and
su essor notes, and rhythmi properties like the durations of surrounding notes et ., and
some abstra tions thereof).
Out goal at this stage of the proje t is to dis over explanatory (partial) models of ategori3

slow 2/2
slow 3/4
slow 4/4
slow 3/8
slow 6/8
fast 2/2
fast 2/4
fast 3/4
fast 4/4
fast 3/8
fast 6/8
slow
fast
total

timing
longer shorter
790
786
1,209
1,169
903
916
157
153
598
667
1,945
1,925
2,148
2,206
2,048
1,972
2,107
2,078
738
711
767
724
3,657
3,691
9,753
9,616
13,410 13,307

dynami s
louder softer
677
580
1,081
942
836
708
151
100
523
469
1,662 1,447
1,851 1,376
1,838 1,467
1,781 1,413
623
435
606
492
3,268 2,799
8,361 6,630
11,629 9,429

arti ulation
sta ato legato portato
1,374
473
625
1,371 1,326
1,177
961 1,212
821
150
216
125
1,037
458
530
3,227 1,305
1,394
4,270
887
1,345
3,611 1,387
1,289
3,486 1,338
1,537
1,387
337
343
1,258
317
542
4,893 3,685
3,278
17,239 5,571
6,450
22,132 9,256
9,728

Table 1: Numbers of training examples of various ategories.
al performer a tions su h as speeding up vs. slowing down, at a very lo al, note-to-note level.
In terms of performan e parameters, we are looking at (lo al) tempo or timing, dynami s,
and arti ulation. We de ned the following dis rete target lasses:
1. in the tempo dimension, a note N is assigned to lass ritardando if the lo al tempo
at that point is signi antly (> 2%) slower than the tempo at the previous note; the
opposite lass a elerando ontains all ases of lo al speeding up;
2. in dynami s, a note N is onsidered an example of lass res endo if it was played
louder than its prede essor, and also louder than the average level of the pie e; lass
diminuendo (growing softer) is de ned analogously;
3. in arti ulation, three lasses were de ned: sta ato if a note was sounded for less than
80% of its nominal duration, legato if the proportion is greater than 1.0 (i.e., the note
overlaps the following one), and portato otherwise; we will only try to learn rules for
the lasses sta ato and legato.
A performed note is onsidered a ounter-example to a given lass if it belongs to one of the
ompeting lasses. (Note that due to some details of our lass de nitions, there will be some
notes that are neither examples nor ounter-examples of some on ept.) The total numbers of
training examples (notes pertaining to ea h ategory) that result from this are summarized in
Table 1, separately for di erent global tempi and time signatures of the orresponding sonata
se tions (this parti ular partitioning of the data will play a role in the following).
2.3

Previous Results and Problems

Musi ally speaking, this lo al, note-to-note de nition of the target on epts and the lowlevel representation of the training examples (only single notes with very limited information
4

about their ontext) is learly unsatisfa tory. We annot expe t an artist's expressive a tions
to be explainable by referen e to su h low-level features of the musi only. More abstra t
stru tural aspe ts of the musi , like phrase stru ture and harmoni stru ture, de nitely play
an important role and should be added to the representation of the data. Unfortunately,
these aspe ts of the musi are diÆ ult to apture in a formal system, and we urrently have
no algorithms that ould reliably ompute them from the information given in the s ore |
and given the sheer amount of data we are working with, performing a `manual' stru tural
analysis of the pie es is infeasible. Consequently, we annot expe t to nd even lose to
perfe t models of expressive performan e at this level of representation.
Nevertheless, in a rst suite of experiments [18℄, we su eeded in showing that even at
this low level, there is stru ture in the data; learning algorithms like C4.5 [15℄ were able to
nd rule sets that predi t the performer's hoi es with better than han e probability.
However, the improvement over the baseline a ura y was generally rather small (though
statisti ally signi ant), whi h indi ates that there are severe limits as to how mu h of a
performer's behaviour an be explained at the note level. Moreover, the learned models
were extremely omplex. For instan e, a de ision tree dis riminating between a elerando
(speeding up) and ritardando (slowing down) with 58.09% a ura y had 3037 leaves (after
pruning)! That is learly not desirable if our goal is knowledge dis overy.
Now apart from the musi al limitations mentioned above, the problem an also be attributed in part to an inappropriate bias of the learning algorithm employed. De ision tree
learners attempt to build a global dis riminative model that fully distinguishes between the
members of the various lasses and that makes predi tions everywhere in the instan e spa e.
What seems more sensible in our appli ation domain is to sear h for partial models that only
explain what an be explained, and simply ignore those parts of the instan e spa e where no
ompa t hara terization of the target lasses seems possible. Moreover, given the nature of
our data and target phenomena, we annot expe t very high levels of dis riminative a ura y
| we annot assume the artist to be perfe tly onsistent and predi table.
In the following, we des ribe a rule learning algorithm named PLCG that was developed
for this purpose. It will be shown that PLCG an nd very simple partial models that still
hara terize a number of interesting sub lasses of expressive performan e behaviour. (Indeed,
we will show that 4 simple rules are suÆ ient to predi t 22.89% of the instan es of note
lengthening in our large data set, whi h ontrasts ni ely with the de ision tree with 3037
leaves mentioned above.)
3
3.1

PLCG: Dis overing Simple Partial Models
The PLCG Meta-algorithm

Given the goal of learning partial models, an obvious hoi e is to apply rule learning algorithms
of the set overing variety (also known as separate-and- onquer learners [10℄), su h as FOIL
[14℄ or Ripper [4℄. (see Figure 1 for a sket h of the basi stru ture). These algorithms learn
theories one rule at a time, in ea h rule re nement step sele ting a literal that maximizes
some measure of dis rimination (e.g., information gain). A rule is spe ialized until a given
stopping riterion (typi ally based on the rule's purity or pre ision) is satis ed, and the overall
learning pro ess stops when no more rules an be found that satisfy this purity riterion (or,
more generally, when some user-de ned stopping riterion is satis ed). The stopping riteria
are thus the natural entry point for the user to in uen e the generality and pre ision of the
5

pro edure RL(E)

Theory := fg;
while not

TheoryStopCriterion(Theory,E)

Rule := FindBestRule(E);
E := E nCovers(Rule,E);
Theory := Theory [ Rule;
return(Theory);

do

pro edure FindBestRule(E)

Rule := fg;

repeat

Rule := Rule [ FindBestCondition(E);
E := Covers(Rule,E);
until RuleStopCriterion(Rule,E);
return(Rule);

Figure 1: RL: A standard sequential overing algorithm for rule learning. FindBestCondition nds the most dis riminating ondition a ording to some heuristi
riterion (e.g.,
FOIL's information gain riterion).
indu ed rules. In the ontext of our problem, we would require rather low levels of pre ision
in the RuleStopCriterion (see Fig. 1). The degree of overage of the resulting rules would
then follow automati ally, di tated by the data.
After some experimentation, we have hosen to pursue a more omplex approa h. The
basi idea is to learn several models in parallel (from subsets of the data), sear h for groups
of similar rules in these models, generalize these into summarizing rules (of varying degrees of
generality), and then sele t those generalizations for the nal model that optimize some (possibly global) user-de ned riterion (whi h will typi ally be a trade-o fun tion between overage
and pre ision). This strategy gives us more dire t ontrol over the overall overage and pre ision of the indu ed models, and at the same time helps ameliorate one of the major problems
of the greedy literal sele tion strategy of the underlying rule learner: the danger of sele ting
sub-optimal onditions due to the lo al maximization of a given dis rimination measure. In
this sense, our approa h | let us all it the PLCG ( artition+ earn+ luster+ eneralize)
strategy | is inspired by the su ess of ensemble methods in ma hine learning (see [5℄ for
a good overview). The orresponding algorithm is given in more detail in gure 2. The
advantages or properties of this algorithm will be analyzed in more detail in se tion 5.

P

3.2

L

C

G

An Instantiation of PLCG

PLCG is really a meta-algorithm. It needs to be instantiated with three on rete algorithms
(see Figure 2): a rule learning algorithm L, a hierar hi al lustering algorithm H , and a rule
sele tion riterion or strategy S . For the following experiments, PLCG will be instantiated
as follows:
For rule learning, PLCG uses the simple, straightforward sequential overing algorithm
6

Given:






a set of training instan es D
a target on ept ( lass)
a rule learning algorithm L
a hierar hi al lustering algorithm H
a rule sele tion riterion S

Algorithm:
1. Separate (randomly or a ording
to a parti ular s heme) the training examples D into
S
n subsets D , i = 1 : : : n, s.t.
D = D;
i

i

2. Learn partial rule models R = fr
using the learning algorithm L.
i

ij

g for

lass from ea h of these subsets D separately,
i

3. Merge the rule sets R into one large set R:
i

4. Use the lustering algorithm
i = 1 : : : k , of similar rules;

H

R

=

SR .
i

to luster the rules in

R

into a tree of lusters

Ci ,

5. For ea h luster C , ompute the least general generalization of all the rules in C :
r^ = lgg (fr jr 2 C g). The resulting tree T of rules r^ represents generalizations of
various degrees of the original rules.
i

i

ij

ij

i

i

i

6. From this generalization tree T , sele t those rules r^ that optimize the given sele tion
riterion S .
i

P

L

C

G

Figure 2: The PLCG ( artition+ earn+ luster+ eneralize) rule learning strategy.
sket hed in Figure 1, with the standard information gain heuristi as used in FOIL [14℄
and the following stopping riteria:
RL

= true if purity P (r; E ) = p=(p + n)  M P

1.

RuleStopCriterion(r,E)

2.

TheoryStopCriterion(Theory,E)

P (r; E )

= p=(p + n)  M P

RL

RL

= true if no more rule r an be found with purity
and positive overage p  M C
RL

where p and n are the numbers of positive and negative examples, respe tively, overed
by a rule r on a set of examples E , and the required minimum purity M P and minimum
overage M C are user-spe i ed parameters.2 Obviously, high values of M P will produ e
more pre ise theories with possibly lower overage, and lowering M P will lead to more
general theories that also over a larger number of negative examples.
2
The subs ript RL serves to distinguish these parameters from the purity and overage parameters MPPLCG
and MCPLCG used by PLCG's rule sele tion algorithm (see below).
RL

RL

RL

RL
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fun tion Cluster(E)

Clusters := ffe gje 2 E g;
while jClustersj > 1 do
( ; ) := MostSimilarClusterPair(Clusters);
Clusters := (Clustersnf ; g) [ff ; gg;
return(Clusters);
i

i

i

j

i

j

i

j

fun tion MostSimilarClusterPair(Cs)
return ( i ; j ) s.t. i ; j 2 Cs; i 6= j and
Distan e( i ;

fun tion Distan

f

j

) = minfDistan e(

e(Cluster1,

k

;

l

)j

k

;

l

2 Cs; k 6= lg;

Cluster2) =

j 2 Cluster1, o 2 Cluster2g;

min Æ (oi ; oj ) oi

j

Figure 3: A standard bottom-up agglomerative (single-link) lustering algorithm (see the
main text for a de nition of the distan e Æ between two obje ts/rules).
For rule lustering, we use a standard bottom-up hierar hi al agglomerative lustering
algorithm [12℄ that produ es a binary luster tree, with the individual rules forming the
leaves of the tree, and the root ontaining all the rules (Figure 3). The measure of distan e
Æ between two rules is simply the number of generalization operations needed to ompute
the least general generalization (lgg) of the two rules. Given our standard proposititional
representation of instan es and rules (see se tion 4 below for an example), the de nition of
the lgg is quite straightforward: essentially, a nominal (symboli ) attribute with two di erent
values in the two rules generalizes to the empty ondition (true), while onditions involving
numeri attributes (these are of the form a  x or a > x) generalize to the most spe i
inequality expression that overs both of the original intervals.
The distan e between lusters is then omputed as the shortest distan e from any member
of one luster to any member of the other luster | that is, we perform what is known as
single-link lustering [13℄.
As for the rule sele tion riterion (step 6 of the PLCG algorithm), we urrently use another
greedy set- overing algorithm that starts with the empty rule set and always adds the rule
that has maximum purity on the as yet un overed instan es (Figure 4). A tually, instead
of purity, we use the Lapla e estimate L = (p + 1)=(p + n + 2), whi h is related to purity,
but penalizes rules with a low overage on the positive examples. Again, the sele tion is
terminated when no rule with purity (Lapla e) greater than some user-de ned M P
and
overage greater than some minimum overage M C
an be found.
This is just one of many possible rule sele tion strategies. Many others are on eivable
that ould use di erent riteria for trading overage against pre ision, or that might aim
at optimizing other aspe ts of the evolving rule set (e.g., minimum overlap or a minimum
number of ontradi tions between rules).
i

i

P LC G

P LC G
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pro edure RuleSel(R,E)

FinalTheory := fg;

while not

FinalTheoryStopCriterion(FinalTheory,R,E)

Rule := FindBestRule(R,E);
Covered := Covers(Rule,E);
R := R n fRuleg;
E := E nCovered;
FinalTheory := FinalTheory [ fRuleg;
return(FinalTheory);

fun tion FindBestRule(R,E) = argmaxr2R

do

Lapla e(r,E);

= (p + 1)=(p + n + 2),
where p (n) = number of positive (negative) examples 2 E
overed by rule r;

fun tion Lapla

e(r,E)

fun tion FinalTheoryStopCriterion(R,E) =

there is no r 2 R with purity P (r; E ) = p=(p + n)  M P
and positive overage p  M C

P LC G

P LC G

Figure 4: The heuristi pro edure employed by PLCG to sele t the rules for the nal theory;
MP
and M C
are user-de ned parameters.
P LC G
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P LC G

Musi al Dis overies Made by PLCG

Let us rst look at some of PLCG's dis overies from a musi al perspe tive. Se tion 5 below
we will then take a more systemati experimental look at PLCG's behaviour relative to more
`dire t' rule learning.
4.1

Performan e Prin iples Dis overed

When run on the omplete Mozart performan e data set (41,116 notes) for ea h of the six
target on epts de ned above,3 PLCG (with parameter settings M P
= :7, M C
=
:02, M P
= :9, M C = :01) sele ted a nal set of 17 performan e rules (from a total of
383 spe ialized rules) | 6 rules for tempo hanges, 6 rules for lo al dynami s, and 5 rules for
arti ulation. (Two rules were sele ted manually for musi al interest, although they did not
quite rea h the required overage and pre ision, respe tively.) Some of these rules turn out to
be dis overies of signi ant musi ologi al interest. We la k the spa e to list all of them here
(see [21℄). Let us illustrate the types of patterns found by looking at just one of the learned
rules:
P LC G

RL

P LC G

RL

3
In this experiment, the data were not split into subsets randomly; rather, 10 subsets were reated a ording
to global tempo (fast or slow) and time signature (3/4, 4/4, et .) of the sonata se tions the notes belonged
to. We hose these two dimensions for splitting be ause it is known (and has been proved experimentally [18℄)
that global tempo and time signature strongly a e t expressive performan e patterns. As a result, we an
expe t models that tightly t (over t?) these data partitions to be quite di erent, and diversity should be
bene ial to an ensemble method like PLCG.
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RULE TL2:

abstra t duration ontext = equal-longer
& metr strength  1
) ritardando

\Given two notes of equal duration followed by a longer note, lengthen the note
(i.e., play it more slowly) that pre edes the nal, longer one, if this note is in a
metri ally weak position (`metri al strength'  1)."

This is an extremely simple prin iple that turns out to be surprisingly general and pre ise:
rule TL2 orre tly predi ts 1,894 ases of lo al note lengthening, whi h is 14.12% of all the
instan es of signi ant lengthening observed in the training data. The number of in orre t
predi tions is 588 (2.86% of all the ounterexamples). Together with a se ond, similar rule
relating to the same type of phenomenon, TL2 overs 2,964 of the positive examples of note
lengthening in our performan e data set, whi h is more than one fth (22.11%)! It is highly
remarkable that one simple prin iple like this is suÆ ient to predi t su h a large proportion
of observed note lengthenings in a omplex orpus su h as Mozart sonatas. This is a truly
novel (and surprising) dis overy; none of the existing theories of expressive performan e were
aware of this simple pattern.
A few other interesting rules were dis overed, su h as two pairs of timing and arti ulation
rules that ni ely hara terize the pianist's onsistent treatment of ertain types of melodi
leaps and rhythmi patterns. These dis overies and their relation to other theories of expressive performan e in the musi ologi al literature are dis ussed in [21℄.
4.2

Fit and Generality of Dis overed Prin iples

As our primary goal is knowledge dis overy, we are rst of all interested in how mu h of the
given (training) data is explained by the learned model | in other words, how well the indu ed
models apture the pianist's performan e style. Thus, ontrary to more `standard' ma hine
learning appli ations, the degree of t on the training set is relevant. (Of ourse, we will also
be looking at generalization a ura y on unseen data | see below). As a quanti ation of
t, we measure the overage (i.e., the number of positive examples orre tly predi ted) and
the pre ision (the proportion of predi tions that are orre t) of the rule sets on the training
data, separately for ea h predi tion ategory. Table 2 gives the results.
Category
#rules
True Positives
False Positives
ritardando
4
3069/13410 (22.89 %) 1234/20551 (6.00
2
397/13307 (2.98 %) 179/20550 (0.87
a elerando
res endo
3
1318/11629 (11.33 %) 591/18260 (3.24
3
625/9429 (6.63 %) 230/20113 (1.14
diminuendo
sta ato
4
6916/22132 (31.25 %) 1089/18984 (5.74
legato
1
687/9256 (7.42 %) 592/31860 (1.86

%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)



.713
.689
.690
.731
.864
.537

Table 2: Fit of rule sets on training data (13 Mozart sonatas); True Positives (TP) = orre t
predi tions; False Positives (FP) = in orre t predi tions (relative to total number of positive
and negative instan es, respe tively);  = pre ision = T P=(T P + F P ).
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Figure 5: Mozart Sonata K.331, 1st movement, 1st part, as played by pianist and learner. The
urve plots the relative tempo at ea h note | notes above the 1.0 line are shortened relative
to the tempo of the pie e, notes below 1.0 are lengthened. A perfe tly regular performan e
with no timing deviations would orrespond to a straight line at y = 1:0
A detailed dis ussion of the results and their musi al interpretation is beyond the s ope
of this arti le. Generally, it turns out that ertain sub- lasses of note lengthening (lo al
ritardando), sta ato, and to a lesser extent the lo al dynami s variations ( res endo and
diminuendo) are surprisingly well predi table, and with extremely few (and simple) rules. On
the other hand, ategories like a elerando and legato seem more diÆ ult to predi t | at least
at the level of individual notes. Un overing the reasons for this will require more spe ialized
investigations.
To give the reader an impression of just how e e tive a few simple rules an be in predi ting
a pianist's behaviour in ertain ases, Figure 5 ompares the tempo variations predi ted by
our rules to the pianist's a tual timing in a performan e of the well-known Mozart Sonata
K.331 in A major ( rst movement, rst se tion). In fa t, it is just two simple rules (one for
note lengthening (ritardando), one for shortening (a elerando)) that produ e the system's
timing urve.4
The next question on erns the generality of the dis overed rules. How well do they
transfer to other pie es and other performers? To assess the degree of performer-spe i ity of
the rules, we tested them on performan es of the same pie es, but by a di erent artist. The
test pie es in this ase were the Mozart sonatas K.282, K283 ( omplete) and K.279, K.280,
K.281, K.284, and K.333 (se ond movements), performed by the renowned ondu tor and
pianist Philippe Entremont, again on a Bosendorfer SE290. The results are given in Table 3.
Comparing this to Table 2, we nd no signi ant degradation in overage and pre ision
(ex ept in ategory diminuendo). On the ontrary, for some ategories (ritardando, res endo,
sta ato) the overage is higher than on the original training set. The dis riminative power
of the rules | the pre ision | remains roughly at the same level. This (surprising?) result
testi es to the generality of the dis overed prin iples (and the merits of the PLCG rule
dis overy method).
Another experiment tested the generality of the dis overed rules with respe t to musi al
style. They were applied to pie es of a very di erent style (Romanti piano musi ), namely,
4

To be more pre ise: the rules predi t whether a note should be lengthened or shortened; the pre ise
amount of lengthening/shortening is predi ted by a k-nearest-neighbor algorithm (with k = 3) that
uses only instan es for predi tion that are overed by the mat hing rule, as proposed in [16℄ and [17℄.
numeri
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Category
#rules
True Positives
False Positives
ritardando
4
596/2036 (29.27 %) 242/3175 (7.62 %)
a elerando
2
90/2193 (4.10 %) 45/3013 (1.49 %)
res endo
3
210/1601 (13.12 %) 87/3055 (2.85 %)
3
53/1598 (3.32 %) 45/2725 (1.65 %)
diminuendo
sta ato
4
861/2192 (39.28 %) 228/3996 (5.71 %)
1
131/2827 (4.63 %) 57/3361 (1.70 %)
legato



.711
.667
.707
.541
.791
.697

Table 3: Predi tion results on test data (Mozart performan es by P.Entremont).
Category
#rules
True Positives
False Positives
ritardando
4
1752/2537 (69.06 %) 327/2988 (10.94 %)
2
1472/2767 (53.20 %) 110/2746 (4.01 %)
a elerando
res endo
3
601/2392 (25.13 %) 285/2578 (11.06 %)
3
0/2249 (0.00 %)
0/2784 (0.00 %)
diminuendo
sta ato
4
950/2932 (32.40 %) 166/2802 (5.92 %)
legato
1
17/2011 (0.85 %) 27/3723 (0.73 %)



.843
.930
.678
|
.851
.386

Table 4: Predi tion results on test data (Chopin performan es by 22 pianists).
the Etude Op.10, No.3 in E major ( rst 20 bars) and the Ballade Op.38, F major ( rst 45
bars) by Frederi Chopin, and the results were ompared to performan es of these pie es by
22 Viennese pianists. The melodies of these 44 performan es amount to 6,088 notes. Table 4
gives the results.
This result is even more surprising. Diminuendo and legato turn out to be basi ally
unpredi table, and the rules for res endo are rather impre ise. But the results for the other
lasses are extremely good, better in fa t than on the original (Mozart) data whi h the
rules had been learned from! The high overage values, espe ially of the tempo rules, are
remarkable. Remember also that the data represent a mixture of 22 di erent pianists. When
looking at how well the rules t individual pianists, we nd that some of them are predi ted
extremely well (e.g., pianist #15: ritardando: T P = 89=122 (72.95%), F P = 4=129 (3.10%),
 = :957; a elerando: T P = 71=120 (59.17%), F P = 3=132 (2.27%),  = :959). We are
urrently preparing re ordings of a larger variety of Chopin pie es, whi h will permit more
extensive investigations into the rules' general validity.
5

Systemati

Experimental Evaluation

The above results show that PLCG an dis over general and robust rules in omplex data.
In this se tion we take a more systemati look at the general properties of PLCG and its
behaviour relative to more `dire t' approa hes to rule learning.
5.1

PLCG vs. Simple Rule Learning

The rst experiment on erns a systemati omparison between PLCG and its underlying
rule learner RL. Does PLCG's ensemble learning strategy produ e any advantage over the
12

RL0 9
RL0 7
PLCG0 7
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Coverage
12731/62017
28358/62017
18767/62017

(T P %)
(20.53 %)
(45.73 %)
(30.26 %)

No. of rules
2475 (8.25)
4094 (13.65)
1707 (5.69)



.854
.708
.741

Table 5: PLCG vs. simple RL: summary of 60 ross-validation results; N R = total number
of rules (summed over all 60 data sets  5 folds) and average number of rules per learning
run (N R=60=5); T P = true positives;  = pre ision.
more dire t appli ation of RL on the training data? The experimental setup was as follows:
PLCG, with parameter settings M P = :9 and M C = :01 for base-level rule learning, and
MP
= :7 and M C
= :04 for heuristi rule sele tion, was ompared to two versions
of the base-level learner RL: RL0 9 learns rules dire tly from the data with a required purity
level of RP = 0:9 (i.e., RL0 9 is exa tly the same algorithm as the one used within PLCG's
inner loop); RL0 7 uses the more relaxed minimum purity threshold RP = 0:7, whi h
orresponds to the pre ision level used by PLCG in its rule sele tion phase. The purpose
of the experiment was to study whether PLCG's multiple rule learning + generalization +
sele tion approa h yields any advantage over learning rules dire tly from the data with the
orresponding parameter settings.
60 di erent experimental data sets were produ ed by partitioning our 41,116 performed
and lassi ed notes a ording to the general tempo (slow vs. fast) and the time signature
(3/4, 4/4, et .) of the Mozart sonata segments they belong to. This resulted in 10 training
sets ea h for the 6 target on epts a elerando, ritardando, res endo, diminuendo, sta ato,
and legato.
On ea h of these 60 data sets, the three learning algorithms were ompared via a 5-fold
(paired) ross-validation. Within ea h CV run, RL0 9 and RL0 7 were applied to the ombined
data from the four training folds, while PLCG used the four folds to learn four separate rule
sets (via RL0 9 ) that were then ombined, generalized, and sele ted from. We la k the spa e
to present the full results table with 60  18 entries here. Table 5 gives a summary of the
results.
The results learly re e t the expe ted trade-o : learning with a tighter pre ision threshold for individual rules (RL0 9 ) yields theories with higher pre ision, but lower overage than
learning with a lower required pre ision (RL0 7 ). PLCG, with its mixture of pre ision thresholds (high in the individual rule learning runs, lower in the rule sele tion phase) gures somewhere in between: its overage is higher than RL0 9 's and lower than RL0 7 's. Conversely, it
rea hes a pre ision lower than RL0 9 's and higher than RL0 7 's.
The interesting result is that PLCG a hieves this with signi antly fewer rules than either
of the two base-level learners, RL0 9 and RL0 7 . In other words, PLCG overs more instan es
than RL0 9 with fewer (more general) rules, while still retaining a higher pre ision than RL0 7 ,
whi h used the same pre ision threshold M P in its sear h for rules. That is indeed the
desired kind of behaviour for our appli ation, where the goal is to dis over simple, general,
robust (partial) theories that an be presented to and dis ussed with musi ologists.
In general, how mu h pre ision one is willing to sa ri e for how mu h overage and
theory simpli ity, and vi e versa, will depend on the parti ular appli ation. The important
advantage of the PLCG approa h is that it makes it easy to explore and ontrol this trade-o
RL
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Coverage (T P %)
12731/62017
(20.53 %)
28358/62017
(45.73 %)
%)
18767/62017
(30.26 %)

RL0 9
RL0 7
:



.854
.708

No. of rules
2475 (8.25)
4094 (13.65)

.670 2181 (7.27)
RIPPER 30106/62017 (48.54
.741
1707 (5.69)
09
PLCG-RIP0 7 14877/62017 (23.99 %) .757 484 (1.61)
PLCG-RIP0 65 20307/62017 (32.74 %) .692 642 (2.14)
:

PLCG0 7

: = :

:

:

Table 6: PLCG vs. Ripper: summary of 60 ross-validation results. The results for Ripper
were produ ed with parameter settings -aUnordered (learn an unordered rule set) and -S1.0
(standard pruning strength); all other parameters were set to their default values.
via di erent rule sele tion strategies. In fa t, one an perform the rule learning and lustering
steps on e and then apply any number of di erent rule sele tion algorithms on the resulting
rule luster tree. This will be demonstrated in the following se tion.
5.2

PLCG vs./around

Ripper

The above results are interesting, but one might obje t that the rule learner RL to whi h
PLCG was ompared is really too simple and annot ompete with state-of-the-art rule learning algorithms. In parti ular, RL's pruning strategy as embodied in its simple stopping riteria
RuleStopCriterion and TheoryStopCriterion is very weak, whi h might a ount for
the large numbers of rules built by RL0 9 and RL0 7 .
To verify this, we also ran Ripper [4℄, a state-of-the-art rule learning algorithm with a
sophisti ated pruning strategy [11℄, on our 60 data sets. Moreover, as PLCG is a general
meta-algorithm, we an just as well wrap PLCG around Ripper, i.e., use Ripper as PLCG's
base-level learner instead of RL. We did this with two di erent purity thresholds for nal rule
sele tion: M P
= 0:7 and M P
= 0:65. The orresponding algorithms are alled
PLCG-RIP0 7 and PLCG-RIP0 65 , respe tively. They were also run on our 60 test problems.
Table 6 summarizes the results and also in ludes on e more the gures pertaining to RL and
PLCG from Table 5.
A omparison of Ripper's results with the simpler rule learners RL0 9 and RL0 7 on rms
that Ripper does indeed perform more aggressive pruning: Ripper's results are similar to
RL0 7 , with an even higher overage, but mu h fewer rules (2182 vs. 4094). On the other
hand, Ripper pays the pri e of lower pre ision for its general and simple theories.
PLCG0 9 0 7 ompares to Ripper similarly as it does to RL0 7 : it a hieves lower overage
and higher pre ision, still with fewer rules than Ripper.
Comparing now the PLCG variants based on Ripper (PLCG-RIP0 7 and PLCG-RIP0 65 )
to `their' base-level learner Ripper, we see the same e e t as we saw in the PLCG-RL ase:
the PLCG variants again redu e the overage of the underlying rule learner (Ripper), but
they improve pre ision, and now with really extremely simple theories. For instan e, with
MP
= :65, we get a overage of 32:74% and a pre ision of .692 with only 627 rules,
whi h is 2.14 rules per run! It is quite remarkable to see how mu h PLCG manages to
simplify theories.
To repeat, the point of this experiment is not to show that either of these two algorithms,
Ripper or PLCG, is better. It really depends on the appli ation whether one is more inter:
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Figure 6: Ripper vs. two PLCG-RIP variants (di ering in the M P
values) over the
range of Ripper's pruning parameter -S: numbers of rules (top), overage (bottom left),
pre ision (bottom right).
P LC G

ested in the overage, the pre ision, or the omplexity of a set of rules. PLCG is proposed
here as an alternative or, better, as a meta-strategy that an be wrapped around any given
rule dis overy algorithm and an be used to easily explore lots of di erent parts of the spa e
of rule models. We will brie y illustrate that with a set of systemati experiments involving
PLCG and Ripper.
5.3

Wrapping PLCG Around

Ripper:

A systemati

Study

has a parameter (-S) that dire tly a e ts the degree of pruning. We performed
a systemati omparison of PLCG, wrapped around Ripper, with Ripper itself, over the
full (sensible) range of this pruning parameter. Figure 6 plots the results, over the di erent
pruning levels, for Ripper and two variants of PLCG-RIP, distinguished by di erent minimum
purity levels (M P
) used in the nal rule sele tion phase. Again, ea h point in these plots
is a summary over 60 5-fold ross-validation experiments. The di eren e in theory omplexity
is dramati , but also the di eren e in overage and pre ision. Ripper a hieves a signi antly
higher overage for all pruning levels, but also a signi antly lower level of pre ision. In fa t,
it is remarkable that Ripper never | for no setting of pruning level { rea hes a pre ision as
high as any of the PLCG runs. PLCG is onsistently more pre ise, but less general.
Another interesting view on the results is given by what is known in information retrieval
as a re all-pre ision diagram: Figure 7 plots the pre ision of the di erent rule sets over their
overage (`re all'). What an be learly seen here is that the results of Ripper and PLCG
o upy di erent regions in `model spa e'. The PLCG results exhibit the expe ted trade-o
between overage and pre ision: models with higher overage have lower pre ision, and vi e
versa.
Figure 7 demonstrates quite learly how the PLCG meta-strategy an be used to explore
di erent regions in the spa e of possible rule models, simply by employing di erent riteria

Ripper
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Figure 7: Ripper vs. two PLCG-RIP variants: re all ( overage) vs. pre ision. The individual
points orrespond to di erent pruning (-S) parameter settings for Ripper; ea h point is a
summary over 60 5-fold ross-validation runs.
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Figure 8: Ripper vs. three PLCG-RIP variants: re all ( overage) vs. pre ision. The individual points orrespond to di erent pruning (-S) parameter settings for Ripper; ea h point
is a summary over 60 5-fold ross-validation runs.
for the nal sele tion of rules. The basi rule learning + lustering + generalization steps in
PLCG need to be performed only on e; the di erent rule sele tion pro edures then simply
operate on the resulting generalization tree.
All the PLCG results in Figure 7 have higher pre ision, but lower overage than the
rule sets found by the underlying learning algorithm Ripper. Just to demonstrate that the
opposite behaviour (theories with higher overage than the underlying rule learner) an also
be a hieved, Figure 8 in ludes results for PLCG parametrized with a slightly di erent rule
sele tion heuristi : PLCG-RIP-alt sele ts all maximally general rules from the generalization
tree that ex eed a given minimum pre ision, regardless of their overage (i.e., M C
= 0).
The pri e to be paid in this ase is lower pre ision. That seems to indi ate a kind of over tting
P LC G
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| too many spe ialized rules from the generalization tree are olle ted in the nal theory.
There may be other rule sele tion heuristi s that trade o overage and pre ision in a better
way.
6

Con lusion

To summarize, this arti le has presented a rule (meta-)learner named PLCG that has the
apa ity to learn simple partial theories from omplex data and o ers a natural me hanism
for exploring the overage/pre ision/ omplexity tradeo . It has also been demonstrated that
PLCG is able to make interesting and surprising dis overies in a omplex real-world domain.
In terms of related work, PLCG's bottom-up generalization of lassi ation rules is reminis ent of Domingos' RISE algorithm [8℄, whi h performs a bottom-up generalization into
more and more general rules, starting from the individual training instan es. What the two
have in ommon is the idea to learn rules only for those parts of the instan e spa e where
the on epts an be easily hara terized. RISE aters for the remaining spa e with instan ebased learning, while PLCG simply ignores it (be ause its fo us is on nding omprehensible
hara terizations of sub- lasses of the target). On the other hand, PLCG makes it easy to
explore alternative (and arbitrarily omplex) strategies for rule ombination and sele tion,
whi h is possible be ause it onstru ts an expli it tree of rules of varying generality. Another
signi ant di eren e is PLCG's use of multiple models to arrive at a more stable theory.
PLCG is also reminis ent of the Grow method proposed in [3℄, in the ontext of rule set
pruning. In Grow, rst a rule set is learned that heavily over ts the data, and this rule set
is then extended with a large number of variants of the original rules obtained by di erent
degrees of pruning. The rules for the nal theory are then sele ted using a greedy sele tion
pro edure similar to PLCG's. The purpose of all this in Grow is to determine the optimal
pruning level for the rules. In ontrast, PLCG rst learns several (possibly quite di erent)
rule sets, from di erent subsets of the data, and in addition produ es a generalization tree
over these rules (whi h is somewhat similar to Grow's extension of a rule set with di erently
pruned rule variants). That gives it a ri her variety of rules to hoose from, whi h should make
it less sensitive to wrong onditions possibly hosen by the underlying greedy rule learner.
In that sense, PLCG belongs to the family of so- alled ensemble methods [5℄, whi h learn
multiple models from subsets or modi ed versions of the training data, with one or several
learning algorithms, and ombine the resulting lassi ers in some way. While the majority of
known ensemble methods like bagging, boosting, sta king, et . only ombine the predi tions
of the lassi ers, there are a few algorithms that try to ombine the resulting multiple models
into one oherent, omprehensible model. A prime example of this is CMM [9℄, a metalearner that ombines multiple models into a single theory by applying a learning algorithm
to (arti ially generated) training examples labeled by the n learned base models. A ording
to the reported experimental results, CMM usually a hieves higher a ura y than the base
learner (C4.5RULES), but the models produ ed by CMM are typi ally 2-6 times more omplex
than the base learner's. In [9℄, it is also suggested that the a ura y/ omplexity tradeo
ould be handled via the meta-learner's pruning parameters. Again, we think PLCG's way
of expli itly addressing this tradeo via a sele tion pro edure that an sele t from a set of
alternative rules (of various degrees of generality) is preferable.
Ultimately, we see the main asset of PLCG in the fa t that as a meta-learning algorithm, it
an be tailored to a wide range of learning and data mining tasks with di erent hara teristi s.
17

For instan e, it would be easy to modify PLCG's bias so that instead of re all and pre ision,
it attempts to optimize other riteria of interest (e.g., the simpli ity of individual rules, nonredundan y of rule sets, et .). All one needs to do is hange the heuristi for nal rule
sele tion. Any state-of-the-art rule dis overy method an be used as the underlying learner.
In fa t, we need not limit ourselves to one rule learning algorithm; PLCG ould also easily
ombine the results of di erent base-level learners, thus ombining or sele ting from di erent
indu tive biases.
Regarding our parti ular appli ation problem | understanding expressive musi performan e | the resear h presented here is but a rst small step in a long-term endeavour. There
are many open questions and hallenging problems [20℄ whi h provide lots of opportunities
for ex iting knowledge dis overy resear h.
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